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1. Introduction
Most of the current task scheduling algorithms 

focuses on solving one aspect problem of cloud 
computing system. For ensuring the computation 
time of a set of tasks is the shortest, the scheduling 
algorithms based on heuristic algorithm[1-4] such 
as ant colony algorithm(ACA) had been proposed. 
These algorithms make the task scheduling algo-
rithm have a certain adaptive capacity and improve 
the overall performance of the cloud computing 
system. But there is also a higher load of schedul-
ing process and a longer scheduling time. At the 
same time, cloud task scheduling strategy based 
on trust model introduces the concept of trust de-
gree to relate resources and tasks[5-8]. In this algo-
rithm, the users not only pay attention to the time 
cost of the task execution, but also the economic 
cost of the resource use. Some scholars proposed a 
scheduling strategy to guarantee the quality of user 
services [9-15]. In this algorithm, People can pre-

process the tasks according to the incidental QoS 
parameter when user submit his task and search for 
exact resources to execute this task. 

Summary of these current cloud task scheduling 
algorithms, found that even those scheduling algo-
rithm basing on QoS, in essence, can not meet the 
needs of the system and the user two or more goals at 
the same time. 

In order to meet the requirements of two or 
more goals, and ensure the running time of the 
algorithm is not significantly increased, the single 
ant colony clustering and Min-Min scheduling al-
gorithm (SCMM) is proposed in this paper. This 
algorithm is not directly using ant colony algo-
rithm for task scheduling, but the task of cluster-
ing. On this basis, using Min-Min algorithm to 
schedule task clusters, not only reduces the sched-
uling algorithm running time, but also to maintain 
the system load balance, and ensure the shortest 
task execution time.
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2. Algorithm principle description
2.1. Single ant colony clustering cloud task
Single ant colony algorithm classes the cloud task 

objects distributed in the data plane randomly to some 
simple classifications, and use some virtual ant colo-
nies with different speed to imitate multi ant colonies 
to cluster analysis for cloud task object.

A. Average similarity 
Ants select cloud task object randomly at the ini-

tial time, calculate the similarity in the neighborhood 
of this task, decide to do which operation including 
lift, transfer and discard to those tasks. Computation 
of the operating probability of cloud task objects as 
formula (1)
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In formula(1),α is the similarity empirical param-
eters. v  is the move speed of ant. The more v  the 
cloud task object classification is faster. ( )s saoc r×  is 
the circular region with r  as the center, s  as the ra-
dius. ( ),i jdis o o  is the distance in attribute space of 
object io  and jo . Using cosine distance function, for-
mula (2) and (3) will be gotten.
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( , )i jsim o o  is the cosine similarity function of the 
angle of the two task vector in the plane. The greater 
the similarity , ( , )i jsim o o is close to 1.

B. Operation probability transformation
The similarity between the task objects is repre-

sented by the probability transformation function 
xp . The smaller the average similarity between the 

task object io  and the objects in the neighborhood, 
the lower the probability that the task belongs to the 
neighborhood, and the greater probability of ants 
choosing lift operation to deal with the task. Defini-
tion the probability of zero load ant(Load identifica-
tion is 0) lift the cloud task object as formula(4).

1 ( ( ))p ip Sigmoid p o= −   (4)

Definition the probability of lord ant(Load iden-
tification is 1) discard the cloud task object as for-
mula(5) 
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In formula(6), c  is an empirical parameter for the 
convergence of the algorithm. Simulation results 
show that the greater c , the more easy converge of 
the algorithm.

C. Using the ant colony algorithm principle to 
transfer cloud tasks 

When ants do “transfer” to the cloud task objects, 
the task object will be transferred to the correspond-
ing task according the principle of ant colony algo-
rithm. Use ( , )G V E=  to describe n  independent 
tasks on data center, in which V  denotes the set of 
task attribute, E  denotes the attributes of every task. 
Propose there are M  ants, and each ant has its own 
exclusive list used to store those tasks which have 
been sorted out. Use { }Allowed V Tabu= −  to describe 
the set of tasks which have not been sort out. ( )ijc t  
denotes the expect factor that ant transfer task i  to 
task class j  at this time. It’s value will be decided 
by the similarity of task i  and all tasks in task class 
j . So ( ) 1/ ( )ij jc t p o= . ( )ij tη  denotes the pheromone 

quantity on the road of task class j  at t  moment. 
At the initial moment, let ( )ij t Cη = ( C  is constant). 

( )pk
ij t  denotes the transfer probability. Define it as 

formula(7). 
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In formula(7) A  is the expected weight coeffi-
cient, and it represents the similarity effect. B  is the 
weight coefficient of pheromone, and it reflects the 
effect of pheromone on the movement of ants. Ants 
complete once transfer, and update the pheromone on 
the ( , )path i j  according formula(8). 
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In formula(8), Q  is volatile coefficient, and 
(0,1)Q∈ , ijη  is the pheromone increment leaved in 

this transfer on ( , )path i j . k
ijη∆  is the pheromone in-

crement in this iteration on ( , )path i j . Calculate it as 
formula(10).
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In formula (10), W  is pheromone intensity, kL  is 
total cost of this iteration.
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2.2 Min-Min task scheduling strategy
Use SCMM algorithm to schedule cloud task, 

need cluster the cloud tasks at first, then store the task 
set after clustering in a large set S , and mark those 
task sets increasing number. Schedule the task set by 
serial number. Describe the scheduling process as fol-
low: 

When !S = ∅ , take the first element in S , execute 
the follow operation: 

Calculate the earliest completion time matrix 
CTE . Select any column of CTE , like (*, )CTE j , use 

the maximum value of (*, )CTE j to divide all ele-
ments of (*, )CTE j , a weight vector reflected the task 
scale SWT  will be gotten. The minimum value *JSW  
in SWT  is corresponding the minimum task scale.

*1 *2 *{ , , , , }SW nT SW SW SW=   (11)

Similarly, Select any row of CTE like ( ,*)CTE i , 
use the maximum value of ( ,*)CTE i  to divide all ele-
ments of ( ,*)CTE i , a weight vector reflected resource 
performance IWS . The minimum value in IWS  is 
corresponding the resource with the fastest execution 
speed.

1* 2* *{ , , , , }IW nS IW IW IW=   (12)

Definite the load balancing matrix LBM (Load 
Balancing Matrix) as follow: 

( , ) ( , ) ( , )SW IW CTLBM T i j S i j E i j= × ×   (13)

Call Min-Min algorithm to schedule the task in 
LBM array until all task had been scheduled, then de-
lete the task set in S .

3. Cloud task scheduling model
Experiments using two stage scheduling model 

for task and resource scheduling to three layer ser-
vice architecture of cloud system. The first stage as-
signs the task to a virtual resource. The second stage 
searches the suitable physical resource for virtual ma-
chine scheduling according to the task scale and the 
work situation of the virtual nodes. 

Definition 1: Task unit denotes the independent 
task in ready queue. Measure the task unit by three 
indicators including calculation length, transmission 
length and storage length. 

Definition 2: Available resource denotes these 
virtual nodes ready to schedule in cloud calculating 
environment. Use set P  to store the resource nodes 
and their performance data including calculation per-
formance, transmission performance and storage per-
formance.

Definition 3: ( , )TCE i j denotes the predictive ex-
ecution time of task i  on resource j . {1,2, , , }i n∈ ,

{1,2, , , }j m∈ , i , j can be calculated by the calcula-
tion length of task i  and the calculation performance 
of resource j .

Definition 4: ( , )TSE i j  denotes the predictive 
storage time of task i  on resource j . {1,2, , , }i n∈ ,

{1,2, , , }j m∈ , i , j  can be calculated by the storage 
length of task i  and the storage performance of re-
source j .

Definition 5: ( , )TDE i j  denotes the predictive 
transmission time of task i  on resource j . {1,2, , , }i n∈ ,

{1,2, , , }j m∈ , i , j  can be calculated by the transmis-
sion length of task i  and the transmission perfor-
mance of resource j .

Definition 6: ( , )CTE i j  denotes the earliest finish 
time of task i  on resource j . Calculate it as formu-
la(14). 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )CT TC TS DTE i j E i j E i j E i j+= +   (14)

Calculate the ( , )CTE n m  array by the execution 
time, transmission time and storage time of task i  on 
resource j .

4. Algorithm description
 Describe our SCMM algorithm as follow. 
Begin
 Init(s,,c,A,B,G,R,M,vmax,…);// Initialize 

the parameters of system.
 Projection(JobList){ // Project the task to the 

data plane, and calculate the coordinates (x, y).
 For(int i=0;i<M;i++){
 Set(ant=Ji,ant.flag=1);// Let M ants randomly 

select the task objects and set the ant load mark as 1;
 Init(Tabu);// Initialize ant Tabu list;
 For(int j=n;j>n;j--){// Clustering for each 

task. Calculate the average similarity of object I and 
the tasks in neighborhood P(oi) according formula(7). 
Calculate Pp, Pd according formula(4),formula(5).

 If(ant.flag==0 && Pp>0.5){
  Pickup(Ji);//No load ants lift task i if the av-

erage similarity of task i and task set j.
  Calculate and transfer task I to task set j;
 Update(pheromenon);// Update pheromone;
  Update(ant.flag); // Update load identifica-

tion;
  }Else If(ant.flag==1 && Pd>0.5){
    Putdown(Ji); // Load ants discard 

task i.
   Update(ant.flag);
    }Else{
    Special(Ji);// Set task I isolated, and 

process it later }}}
For(k=1;k<N;k++){ //N is the task number in task 

set S;
 While(S!=){ 
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 ECT(i,j)=ETC(i,j)+ETS(i,j)+ETD(i,j);// Predict 

the earliest completion time of the task set S; 
 LBM=TSW(i,j)×(SIW(i,j)×ECT(i,j));//Calculate 

the load balancing matrix LBM of the task set S;
 While(task != ){
  Mintime[]=min(LBM[][]);//Take the mini-

mum value of each column of the LBM matrix to find 
the machine with the best performance;  

Mintime=min(Mintime[]);
  CloudTask.hasNext()=i;//Let Mintime to be 

corresponding task i. Assign task i to the execution 
queue.

  CloudResourse.hasNext()=j;//Let Mintime 
to be corresponding physical resource j. schedule 
physical resourceh j. 

  Delete(task i); }
 Delete(task set k);}}}
End;

5. Experimental and performance analysis
5.1. Experimental deployment
The scheduling model of SCMM is similar to 

dynamic adaptive ant colony algorithm(DAACA) 
[15]. They all are aimed at the goal of time perfor-
mance and Resource utilization rate. In this experi-
ment the experimental environment will adopt the 
same as the DAACA and adopt the datacenter.txt as 
our task set. Show the initial algorithm parameter as 
table 1. In which, s  represents the clustering radius, 
α  is the Empirical parameter of similarity, c  is the 
Empirical parameter of adjusting the convergence 
speed of SCMM. maxv  is the maximum speed lim-
ited by SCMM of ant. A , B are the weight factor of 
heuristic information and pheromone concentration 
in SCMM. C is initial pheromone residual value, Q  
is the pheromone evaporation coefficient and 1 Q−  
is the pheromone residual coefficient. maxNum  is 
the maximum iteration times of SCMM and M is the 
number of ants.

Table. 1. Initialization parameter table of SCMM 

Name s α c Vmax A B C Q Numma M

Value 5 0.6 2 5 1 2 3 2 500 50

5.2. Performance analysis
In this experiment, select the first ten tasks in 

datacenter.txt as the task set. Then simulate the al-
gorithms of SCMM and DAACA through this ex-
periment. Figure 1 shows the comparison of imple-
ment times of SCMM and DAACA for solving the 
scheduling problems of the first 10 tasks in data-
center.txt.

Figure 1. The comparison of task scheduling time

From figure 1, the time span of DAACA is 78.69 
seconds, and the time span of SCAA is 79.10 seconds 
for solving the scheduling problems of the first 10 
tasks in datacenter.txt. That’s to say, there is no obvi-
ous difference of time cost of these two algorithms 
when the task scale is smaller. Figure 4 shows the 
complete task number of every node.

Simulate the algorithms of SCMM, DAACA and 
colony algorithm(ACA) through experiment. Fig-
ure 2 shows the execute time of SCMM, DAACA and 
ACA when the task set is datacenter.txt.

Definition the load balance capability(LBC) as 
follow:

2
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1 ( . . )
m
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Load this MI systhis MI
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In this formula, this.MI represent the load in re-
source i , systhis.MI is the average load of every node 
in system. Figure 3 shows the LBC of SCMM, DAA-
CA and ACA for solving the scheduling problem of 
all 400 tasks in task set datacenter.txt and propose 
there are eight virtual machines in this experiment. 
From figure 3, we know that SCMM improve the load 
balance capability 27.6% than DAACA.

Figure 2. The time span of three algorithms
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7. Conclusion 
SCMM proposed in this paper can improve the 

load balance capability than DAACA and ACA sig-
nificantly when there is the same task set. And the 
same scheduling time of SCMM with DAACA when 
there is the same task set. So SCMM improves the 
resource utilization ratio of the cloud system and en-
sure the schedule times of two or more scheduling 
algorithm are same. 
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